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QUESTION 1

Your organization uses Microsoft PPM for tracking projects. 

For one specific cross-functional project different managers are responsible for different phases. These managers must
be able to receive the task status updates for the project tasks that they are responsible for. 

For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

 

QUESTION 2

You are a portfolio manager for an organization that uses Microsoft PPM to manage projects. You plan to implement
Power BI. You need to import into Power BI by using the Microsoft Project Online content pack. What should you do? 

A. In the Power BI Add content pack library, connect to Microsoft PPM by using the URL for the organization. 
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B. In the Power BI Services content pack library, connect to Microsoft PPM using the Microsoft PPM URL for the
organization. 

C. In the Power BI Import or Connect to Data tool, select Databases and more. Then, connect to Microsoft PPM by
using the database alias for the organization. 

D. In the Power BI My Organization content pack library, connect to Microsoft PPM by using the PWA URL for the
organization. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You are a project manager for an organization that uses visibility projects in Microsoft PPM. For each of the following
statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 4

You are a project manager in an organization that uses Microsoft PPM. You create a proposal for a new project by
entering values for the Name, Description, Proposed Cost, Proposed Benefits, and Sponsor Name properties. 

The PMO must be able to approve all project proposals that have a proposed cost above a certain threshold value. 

You need to use a project approval workflow. 

Which three objects should you use? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

A. Project Departments 

B. Enterprise Project types 

C. Project Detail Pages 

D. Project schedule templates 

E. Phases and stages 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 5

A company is using Microsoft PPM to track task progress, The company implements standard overtime and non-billable
time tracking. 

You observe that you cannot enter overtime hours in your current timesheet. You need to ensure that you can enter
overtime hours. What should you do? 

A. In your timesheet add Overtime, and then enter the overtime hours, 

B. In your timesheet switch to the My Work view, and then enter the overtime hours. 

C. In your timesheet add Non-Billable, and then enter the overtime hours. 

D. Ask your project administrator to increase Maximum Hours per Day. 

E. In your timesheet add the overtime hours to your regular hours. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

You are the administrator for an organization that uses Microsoft PPM. 

Users must be able to create projects by using predefined templates. 

You need to create a new Enterprise Project Template and make it available for users 
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Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

 

QUESTION 7

You are managing an e-commerce portal development project by using Microsoft PPM. 

In order to communicate the status of your project to your stakeholders, you want to create a real time project status
report using Microsoft Excel in Office Online Services. 

You need to show information about your overall project status and late tasks on your status report What should you
do? 

A. From the Report tab in Project Pro for Office 365, select the In Progress | Late Tasks report. Save the report as a .pdf
file to the designated reports library in PWA. 

B. From the Project Details view in PWA, change the filter to the Late Tasks filter and copy and paste the tasks into
Excel. Save to the designated reports library in PWA. 

C. From the English folder in the PWA Data Connections library, open the OData Task Data ode data connection file. 
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D. From the Power Query tab in Excel, select the From other sources | From ODBC option to add data to the report 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct. 

To review the resource engagements requested by a project manager, the resource manager can navigate to the
Resource Requests page and accept or reject the requests. 

Review the underlined text If it makes the statement correct select "No change is needed." If the statement is incorrect
select the answer choice that makes the statement correct 

A. No change is needed. 

B. Capacity Planning page 

C. Resource Plan view in Microsoft Project 

D. Manage Users page 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

You are a project manager in an organization that is using Microsoft PPM for work management 

You have already accepted all status updates in the Approval Center, but you are still unable to see the updates in your
project schedule. 

You need to ensure that status updates are reflected in your project schedule. 

Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

 

QUESTION 10

You are a project manager for an organization that is using Microsoft PPM to manage projects. Projects are staffed
using the enterprise resource pool. 

You assign a resource to a task and set the value of Work hours to 10. You assign no overtime hours. 

For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

 

QUESTION 11

You are a team member on a project that uses Microsoft PPM timesheets for work management. You submit your
timesheet by selecting Turn In Final Timesheet. You observe that some actual work is missing from your timesheet. 

You need to be able to enter actual work in your timesheet for the project period. 

Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions
to the answer area, and arrange them in the correct order 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

 

QUESTION 12

An organization uses Microsoft PPM to manage content related to projects. 

You need to prevent Microsoft PPM from creating a project site when a new project is created. 

Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
the answer area, and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 
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